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Abstract

Given the need for ever higher performance, and the failure of CPUs to keep providing single-threaded performance gains, engineers are increasingly turning to highly-parallel custom VLSI chips to implement expensive computations. In VLSI design, the gates and wires of a logical circuit are placed on a 2-dimensional chip with a small number of layers. Traditional VLSI models use gate delay to measure the time complexity of the chip, ignoring the lengths of wires. However, as technology has advanced, wire delay is no longer negligible; it has become an important measure in the design of VLSI chips [Markov, Nature (2014)].

Motivated by this situation, we define and study a model for VLSI chips, called wire-delay VLSI, which takes wire delay into account, going beyond an earlier model of Chazelle and Monier [JACM 1985].

- We prove nearly tight upper bounds and lower bounds (up to logarithmic factors) on the time delay of this chip model for several basic problems. For example, AND, OR and PARITY require $\Theta(n^{1/3})$ delay, while ADDITION and MULTIPLICATION require $\tilde{\Theta}(n^{1/2})$ delay, and TRIANGLE DETECTION on (dense) $n$-node graphs requires $\tilde{\Theta}(n)$ delay. Interestingly, when we allow input bits to be read twice, the delay for ADDITION can be improved to $\Theta(n^{1/3})$.

- We also show that proving significantly higher lower bounds in our wire-delay VLSI model would imply breakthrough results in circuit lower bounds. Motivated by this barrier, we also study conditional lower bounds on the delay of chips based on the Orthogonal Vectors Hypothesis from fine-grained complexity.

---
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1 Introduction

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology arose in the 1970s and has become the basis of almost all computing hardware. Given the ubiquity of VLSI, it is of interest to study the theoretical limits of VLSI circuits. One of the most important questions is to understand the best-possible execution time that a circuit needs to compute functions of interest. To study this question mathematically, various theoretical models of VLSI were proposed over the years to reflect the physical reality of VLSI circuits: the gates and wires of a logical circuit are typically placed in a nearly-planar way on a chip, each gate takes up some unit of area on the chip, and each gate takes some unit of time to compute its output from its inputs [Tho80, Ull84, Len90].

When measuring the execution time of a circuit, traditional theoretical models of VLSI focused on tradeoffs between the area required for a chip and the execution time (see [BK81] for another notable example). However, their time measures only took gate delays into account, and ignored the possible delay that might occur from placing long wires in the chip. This allowed for VLSI designs with time bounds as low as logarithmic in the input size (for example, [MP83] shows that $O(\log n)$ time is possible for $n$-bit integer multiplication, given sufficiently large chip area). However, as technology has advanced over the decades—shrinking chips to incredibly tiny sizes—the wire delay of circuits has become a non-negligible factor in practice [SP10], and such time bounds are no longer realistic. As Markov mentions in his 2014 survey [Mar14],

“gate delays were dominant until 2000, but wires get slower relative to gates at each new technology node. [...] Yet, most electrical engineers and computer scientists continue to focus on gates.”

We develop our model for this new reality by introducing wire delay that is linear in the length of the wire. In real chips, long communications are done through a linear number of constant-length buffered wire segments to avoid introducing a quadratic diffusion delay, and the speed of the very fastest communications along wires is affected by transmission-line delay, which is linear in distance [RCN04, sections 4.4.5 and 9.3].

1.1 Our Results

In this paper, we define a circuit model that is closer to reality, concretely accounting for wire delays as well as clock synchronization issues. The full definition of our model (called wire-delay VLSI model) is given in Section 2, but a quick high-level comparison between our model and previous ones is:

- The standard theoretical VLSI circuit model (e.g., [Tho80, Ull84, Len90]) does not account for wire delays at all, and allows input ports to appear anywhere in the chip.
- Chazelle and Monier [CM85] defined a model that does count wire delays (resulting in slower time bounds), but requires all input ports to be placed on the outer border of the chip.
- Our circuit model allows input ports anywhere in the chip, but also accounts for wire delays. This leads to an interesting middle-ground that is more closely aligned with modern VLSI design. (See Remark 2.1 for a discussion on how realistic our model is.)

We initiate a thorough analysis of the power of our wire-delay VLSI model, determining the (asymptotic) minimum delay for computing several fundamental computational problems in our circuit model. We focus on mildly-3D circuits, with a fixed number of layers in the third dimension. (Three-dimensional circuits could theoretically yield smaller wire lengths, but there are significant technological challenges involved in realizing “full 3d” circuits.)

We first state a general lower bound for our wire-delay VLSI model. Informally, a function $f: \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}$ is called non-degenerate if it depends on all $n$ input bits. Formally, for every $i \in [n]$, there is an $x \in \{0,1\}^n$ such that $f(x) \neq f(x^{(i)})$ where $x^{(i)}$ agrees with $x$ except on the $i$-th bit.

**Theorem 1.1.** For every non-degenerate $f: \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}$, computing $f$ on a wire-delay VLSI chip requires $\Omega(n^{1/3})$ time.
Next, we consider a few simple functions, and show the \( n^{1/3} \) lower bound is tight for these functions.

**Theorem 1.2.** The AND, OR, and XOR functions can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in \( O(n^{1/3}) \) time.

Already in the VLSI model of [CM85], every non-degenerate function requires \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) time, due to their restrictions on input placement. Our \( O(n^{1/3}) \) bounds in Theorem 1.2 give simple examples of functions which can be computed strictly faster when input ports may be placed anywhere in the VLSI chip.

Next we consider the harder (binary) multiplication function, which was previously studied in the VLSI literature using communication complexity. In our new VLSI model, we can prove a lower bound using similar arguments.

**Theorem 1.3.** Computing the product of two \( n \)-bit integers on a wire-delay VLSI chip requires \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) time.

An implementation of the Fast Fourier Transform by Preparata [Pre83] implies a nearly matching \( \tilde{O}(\sqrt{n}) \) upper bound in our model.\(^1\)

**Theorem 1.4.** Computing the product of two \( n \)-bit integers can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in \( \tilde{O}(\sqrt{n}) \) time.

Our most interesting results involve the (binary) addition function. In general, addition is much easier than multiplication, and thus is more difficult to prove lower bounds for. In particular, the communication complexity argument in Theorem 1.3 for multiplication does not apply to addition. Nevertheless, we are still able to show that addition has the same lower bound as multiplication. This theorem is proved using a novel argument that trades off memory and serialization.

**Theorem 1.5.** Computing the sum of two \( n \)-bit integers on a wire-delay VLSI chip requires time \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \).

We also establish a nearly-matching upper bound.

**Theorem 1.6.** Computing the sum of two \( n \)-bit integers can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in \( \tilde{O}(\sqrt{n}) \) time.

The proof of the Addition lower bound (Theorem 1.5) crucially requires the property that our VLSI chip is *semellective*; that is, each bit of the input is supplied to exactly one input port to the chip.\(^2\) Interestingly, if we relax this assumption, then Addition can be solved significantly faster.

**Theorem 1.7.** Computing the sum of two \( n \)-bit integers can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip (where each input bit can be read twice) in time \( O(n^{1/3}) \), and the problem requires time \( \Omega(n^{1/3}) \).

So far, we have seen \( \Omega(n^{1/3}) \) lower bounds for single-output functions, and \( \Omega(n^{1/2}) \) lower bounds for functions with \( n \) outputs. The following question is natural:

*What is the strongest time lower bound one can hope to prove in our VLSI model, for explicit functions?*

Here we observe an \( \Omega(n^{1/2}) \) lower bound for a *single-output function*, proved using standard techniques from worst-case-partition communication complexity by Papadimitriou and Sipser [PS84].

Let Triangle: \( \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) be the triangle-detection problem on \( n \)-node graphs given as adjacency matrices; that is, Triangle\((G) = 1 \) if and only if the given graph \( G \) contains a triangle.

**Theorem 1.8.** Triangle on \( m = \binom{n}{2} \) bits requires \( \Omega(\sqrt{m}) \) time on a wire-delay VLSI chip.

We also show a nearly-matching upper bound for Triangle.

---

\(^1\)As is standard in theoretical CS, we use \( \tilde{O}(f(n)) \) to denote \( O(f(n) \cdot \text{poly} \log f(n)) \).

\(^2\)In contrast, our \( \Omega(n^{1/3}) \) lower bound in Theorem 1.1 holds even when circuits are *not* semellective: even assuming that multiple copies of the same input bits may be inserted anywhere in the circuit, we still obtain delay lower bounds.
**Theorem 1.9.** Triangle on an $n$-node graph can be solved by a wire-delay VLSI chip of area $\tilde{O}(n^2)$ and delay $\tilde{O}(n)$. 

Therefore, triangle detection in dense graphs also requires $\sqrt{\text{input length}}$ time. Can a higher-than-$n^{1/2}$ lower bound be proved for an explicit function on $n$-bit inputs? We prove that any unconditional lower bound higher than $n^{1/2}(\log n)^{c+1}$ (where $c > 0$ is a fixed constant) would actually lead to a breakthrough lower bound in circuit complexity. This is established by the following simulation result, which allows us to simulate any (normal complexity-theoretic) circuit in our wire-delay VLSI chip model.

**Theorem 1.10.** There is a $d > 0$ such that the following holds: Let $C$ be a size-$s$ constant fan-in circuit with depth $h$. Then $C$ can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in time $O(h \cdot \sqrt{s} \cdot \log^d(s))$.

A longstanding open question in circuit complexity is to prove a superlinear-size lower bound for an explicit function against $O(\log n)$-depth circuits. By Theorem 1.10, any explicit lower bound higher than $n^{1/2}(\log n)^{d+1}$ would resolve this major open question.

Since unconditional lower bounds much higher than $n^{1/2}$ appear to be currently out of reach, we now consider conditional lower bounds based on a hypothesis from fine-grained complexity (see the survey of [Vas18]). The following ORTHOGONAL VECTORS problem is an important problem in fine-grained complexity that is conjectured to be hard:

**Orthogonal Vectors (OV)**

**Given:** Sets $A, B \subseteq \{0, 1\}^d, |A| = |B| = n$

**Decide:** Is there a $u \in A$ and $v \in B$ such that for all $i$, $u[i] \cdot v[i] = 0$?

The obvious algorithm for OV tries all possible pairs in $A \times B$ and runs in $O(n^2d)$ time. For small $d$, there are faster algorithms: there is a folklore $O(n + 2^d \cdot \text{poly}(d))$ time algorithm, and when $d = c \log n$ for a constant $c \geq 1$, an $n^{2 - 1/\log(c)}$ time algorithm [AWY15, CW21]. The OV conjecture states that for sufficiently high dimensions, the OV problem cannot be solved significantly faster than $n^2$ time. Here we need a non-uniform version of the OV conjecture.

**Conjecture 1.11** (Non-Uniform OV Conjecture). For every $\varepsilon > 0$ there is a $c > 1$ such that OV with $d = c \log n$ cannot be solved in $O(n^{2-\varepsilon})$ time with $O(n^{2-\varepsilon})$ advice bits.

The OV conjecture is one of the primary hypotheses in fine-grained complexity; it is implied by the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (which roughly says that CNF-SAT requires $2^{n-o(n)}$ time) [Wil05]. The same reduction shows that if the Non-Uniform OV Conjecture is false, then CNF-SAT on $n$-variable $O(n)$-clause formulas has $(2 - \varepsilon)^n$-size circuits for some $\varepsilon > 0$, which is believed unlikely. Many other hardness results in fine-grained complexity are reductions from OV (e.g. [BI18, RV13]).

We first give an upper bound for OV in our wire-delay VLSI model which cube-roots the running time of the brute-force algorithm. (This should not be too surprising, given our $n^{1/3}$-time chip design for the OR function in Theorem 1.2.)

**Theorem 1.12.** The Orthogonal Vectors problem on $n$ vectors in $d$ dimensions can be solved by a wire-delay VLSI chip of area $\tilde{O}(n^{4/3}d^2)$ and delay $\tilde{O}(n^{2/3}d)$.

Then, in order to derive a matching conditional lower bound, we need the following result that simulates our wire-delay VLSI model by a serial algorithm with a cubic slowdown.

**Theorem 1.13.** Given a VLSI chip for a single-output function of $n$ inputs in $t$ delay, there is a (typical, serial) algorithm for that function running in time $O(t^3)$ and using $O(t^2 + n \log t)$ advice bits.

Then, we have the following conditional lower bound for OV in our wire-delay VLSI model.

**Theorem 1.14.** Assuming the Non-Uniform OV Conjecture, every wire-delay VLSI chip for Orthogonal Vectors with $n$ vectors in $\log^2 n$ dimensions requires at least $n^{2/3-o(1)}$ time.
1.2 Related work

Besides the fundamental work in VLSI theory already cited, there have been several theoretical models of hardware proposed over the decades that are similar (but not identical) to the model we propose. We begin our discussion with the most related model.

Chazelle and Monier’s Model. Another VLSI model that accounts for wire delay was proposed and studied by Chazelle and Monier in the early 80s [CM81, CM83, CM85]. For brevity, we will call theirs the CM model. Besides subtle differences in the modeling of wire placements, the main difference between their model and ours is that the CM model assumes the given circuit is drawn on a convex region of the plane, with all input/output nodes on the boundary of this region, while our model allows input/output ports to be placed anywhere in the circuit. Note that if they also did not allow ports to be reused by different inputs, then any function that depends on all n of its inputs would trivially require \( \Omega(n) \) time to be computed, simply because the perimeter of the region has to be at least n, so that even propagating all bits from the boundary to the output (wherever it is) would take \( \Omega(n) \) time. They still obtain \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) delay bounds in some cases, because they allow the “reuse” of input ports. We give a few more details on the CM model and what they prove in Appendix A.

Our wire-delay VLSI model can be seen to subsume the CM model: ours is only more powerful. Indeed, our model is already provably faster than the CM model for simple functions such as the AND, OR, and PARITY functions. In particular, the CM model requires time delay \( \Theta(\sqrt{n}) \) for such functions (see Appendix A for details), whereas our model obtains delay \( \Theta(n^{1/3}) \) (Theorem 1.2).

Other Related Work. Kravtsov [Kra67] defined a “cellular” circuit model (also studied recently [LZ20]), which is a more restricted version of almost-planar circuits (with crossing number at most 1) in which gates are placed on a 2-dimensional grid, wires only connect to adjacent gates on the grid, and inputs/outputs must appear on the perimeter. This model is weaker than the CM model: after some point in time, all gates and wires in Kravtsov’s circuits are fixed to values (similarly to the usual Boolean DAG circuit model), whereas in models such as CM and our own, the values of gates may change over time as inputs propagate through, until the final output.

Fischer [Fis88] showed that, in general, implementing a \( T(n) \)-step sequential computation (for some natural sequential model) on an unbounded \( d \)-dimensional grid requires at least \( \Omega(\sqrt[4]{T(n)}) \) parallel time (accounting for wire delay); this translates to an \( \Omega(T(n)^{1/3}) \) lower bound for the planar case. In this paper we show higher \( \Omega(\sqrt{T(n)}) \) lower bounds for several fundamental computational problems in which it is known that \( T(n) \leq O(n) \).

Some references covering VLSI theory include [Tho80, Ull84, Len90, Sav98]. These references focus mainly on the trade-off between the area (a.k.a. size) of a VLSI circuit and its time measured by gate delay. These models are also closely related to the planar circuit model, for which the planar graph separator theorem was useful in proving lower bounds [Sav81, LT79, LT80].

VLSI theory has not been developed much since the early 1990s; it seems, given the realistic assumptions of the time, most of the interesting unconditional bounds were proven early. Despite this, there has been some relevant work on VLSI models in the last decade (e.g. [Bla17, Gro15]). Even more recently, Gianinazzi et al. [GBNB+23] studied a ‘spatial computer’ model which takes communication distance into account in bounds on computation energy. Their model has very different assumptions to VLSI models, including ours, but they provide a ‘wire-depth’ measure which is similar to our wire delay measure.

We utilize two-dimensional arrays of circuits as an intermediate model of computation, which makes it convenient to describe chips in our wire-delay VLSI model. In particular, all of our chip designs are described by circuit arrays, and in Theorem 2.4 we show how circuit arrays can be simulated in our wire-delay VLSI model with low overhead. The practice of building regular arrays has long been common in real VLSI designs ([GBNB+23] cites several modern examples): Kung and Leiserson [KL79] pioneered the use of systolic arrays in the theory of VLSI. Other early references include [Lei79, Kun82, BKL83]. Many of the circuit array chips we describe can easily be seen as “systolic” in nature.
2 Formal definition of the wire-delay VLSI model

In this section, we formally define our VLSI model that captures the time delays due to wires in real-world circuits.

Let us stress upfront that no mathematical model can fully capture every aspect of real-world circuits. Modern semiconductor processes have thousands of special constraints and rules which must be followed in chip layout; these are usually all closely-guarded trade secrets. Rather, our model is only intended to formally capture a few major abstract components (our lower bound proofs will solely use these assumptions):

1. Gates and wires are laid out in a mildly 3-dimensional space (with a few 2-dimensional layers).
2. Gates and wires have a minimum size, and cannot overlap within a layer.
3. As a consequence, the number of wires across any boundary in the chip is at most linear in the size of the boundary.
4. Two bits of information cannot occupy the same space at the same time.
5. Information traveling any distance across the chip requires time at least linear in the distance traveled.

Assumptions 1-4 are similar to the assumptions of VLSI models from the 1980s; see e.g., the eight assumptions in the paper by Brent and Kung [BK81]. The most important difference is in Assumption 5, which is missing from the old models but is crucial in our new model, and this explains the name “wire-delay VLSI” of our model.

First, we define the various components of our wire-delay VLSI chip model.

• The chip is on an $N \times M \times \ell$ grid, where $\ell$ is a small fixed constant. We say the chip has $\ell$ layers and area $NM$.

A grid point is specified by its integer coordinate $(x, y, i)$ ($1 \leq x \leq N, 1 \leq y \leq M, 1 \leq i \leq \ell$). (sometimes we also say point $(x, y)$ on the $i$-th layer). Two grid points $(x, y, i), (x', y', i')$ are adjacent if $|x - x'| + |y - y'| + |i - i'| = 1$.

• Some grid points are called gates. Gates have the following types: logic, flip-flop, input, or output.

• Wires (also called nets) in the chip form tree structures between the gates. A net $W$ is an arborescence (an out-tree directed towards the leaves), whose nodes are grid points, and each edge (a wire segment) connects two adjacent grid points. The root of the arborescence is a gate (and $W$ is called the output wire of this gate), and the leaves of the arborescence are gates (and $W$ is called an input wire of these gates). None of the other nodes in the arborescence (called internal nodes) are gates. Different nets in the chip must utilize disjoint sets of internal nodes.

Second, we describe how these components behave.

• Every net $W$ transmits one bit of information along the wires of $W$, at a fixed speed of one unit distance per unit time. In particular, let $s$ be the root gate of a net $W$, and let $t$ be a leaf gate of $W$, which is at distance $L$ from $s$ on the tree. After the output of gate $s$ changes to $b \in \{0, 1\}$, it takes exactly $L$ units of time for the input bit (corresponding to $W$) of gate $t$ to change to $b$.

• A logic gate has $k$ input wires ($1 \leq k \leq 2$) and one output wire, and computes a function $f : \{0, 1\}^k \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$. Whenever the input bits to the gate changes, the output bit of the gate immediately changes to the return value of $f$.

• A flip-flop has one input wire, and one output wire. We assume there is a globally synchronized clock: at each clock tick, every flip-flop has its output bit changed to the current value of its input bit.
Remark 2.1 (On the Realism of Our Model)

An input gate has one output wire which is used to feed input data to the circuit. An output gate has one input wire which is used to get the answer computed by the circuit. Optionally (if the chip designer wants), for any input gate $g$, we may have an additional input gate $g_v$ on which a ‘valid bit’ is provided, which will have value 1 if an input is being provided in $g_v$ in the current cycle, and 0 otherwise; this allows the chip to easily ignore the (useless) value from the input gate when no real input is being provided.

Finally, we describe how a wire-delay chip computes a Boolean function $f : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^m$.

• For each $i \in [n]$, the chip designer assigns the $i$-th input bit to an input gate $g_i$ and a cycle number $t_i$. Similarly, for each $j \in [m]$, the chip designer assigns the $j$-th output bit to an output gate $g'_j$ and some cycle number $t'_j$. These numbers are fixed as part of the design of the chip; they are not allowed to depend on the input or any part of the chip operation (in the literature, this is called when-obliviousness). We require that two inputs (respectively, outputs) cannot appear in an input gate (respectively, output gate) at the same time; formally, for $i, i' \in [n]$ and $i \neq i'$, $(g_i, t_i) \neq (g_{i'}, t_{i'})$, and for $i, i' \in [m]$ and $i \neq i'$, $(g'_i, t'_i) \neq (g'_{i'}, t'_{i'})$.

On an input $x \in \{0, 1\}^n$, the chip computation proceeds by cycles, each taking $T_C$ units of time. At the beginning of cycle $k$, we feed $x_i$ to input gate $g_i$ for all $i \in [n]$ with $t_i = k$, then immediately generate a synchronized clock signal for all the flip-flops in the chip. At the end of cycle $k$, we read $f(x)$ from the output gate $g'_j$ for all $j \in [m]$ with $t'_j = k$.

• The total delay (i.e., time complexity) of the chip is the total amount of time units before reading the last output bit.

• The initial state of the chip (namely, the values stored in the flip-flops) can be arbitrary state (independent from the input string) specified by the chip designer.

In most cases, we assume that the VLSI chips are semellective, i.e., each input bit $x_i$ is supplied to only one input port in the chip, at one cycle (and not to multiple ports, which may be arbitrarily far apart from each other, or at multiple cycles, which may be arbitrarily far apart in time). This assumption is needed for our lower bounds on multiplication (Theorems 1.3), addition (Theorem 1.5), and triangle detection (Theorem 1.8), but (interestingly) the assumption is not required for our lower bounds on general non-degenerate functions such as And, Or, and Parity (Theorem 1.1). One exception is in Theorem 1.7 (proved in Section 5), where we consider multilective (i.e., non-semellective) VLSI chips for binary addition that read each input bit twice.

Remark 2.1 (On the Realism of Our Model). A few of the assumptions of our model will benefit from some extra explanation as to why they are realistic.

• For convenience, we explicitly model synchronous chips: that is, chips which are controlled by a clock signal, and hold data at flip-flops between clock cycles. This is for convenience in our upper bounds (and is never actually taken as an assumption for lower bounds). Nearly all digital chips are synchronous, but building a synchronous design requires some care to be devoted to how the clock signal is going to be distributed across the chip (called “clock tree synthesis” in VLSI design flows). Since the clock tree does not affect the delay of the chip directly, nor does it dominate the area, we feel comfortable ignoring this in our model, and simply assume that all flip-flops are provided the clock signal correctly.

• The semellectivity assumption is used to ensure that all communication and memory cost is modeled. If the computation requires an input to be read at two different places or times, it should pay the cost to communicate or remember that input. Real chips often request data from off-chip at runtime, but they are only able to do this because they are communicating with a separate memory chip. Under semellectivity, our model counts all the chip area and delay, including that needed for memory and interactions with memory.

3Throughout the paper we denote $[n] = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$.
• Where- and when-obliviousness is justified similarly to semellectivity: marshalling input and output in a data-dependent way would require computation, communication, and memory resources, which we need the chip to pay for so we can model the cost accurately. Savage described it well in his book: “To do otherwise is to assume that an external agent not included in the model is performing computations on behalf of the user” [Sav98].

• The assumption that input can appear anywhere on the chip at any time is easily justified for lower bounds: modern chips and chip packaging technology allow it. In contrast, the CM model assumed that inputs could only appear on the perimeter of the chip (and heavily relied on this assumption) because this was the only way to build and package chips at the time. However, for upper bounds, a question arises: how does the input arrive to the chip? It seems like providing input to all parts of the chip might require significant off-chip routing resources, which are not included in the model. However, there are some scenarios in which these resources are not necessary, which we might miss if we made more restrictive assumptions about input:

  1. **Input generated near where it is consumed**: If the input to the computation is generated by the chip itself, or by another chip (a sensor, perhaps) stacked directly on top, then no extra routing resources are needed as long as the input does not have to travel far. One might envision this situation for 3d imaging applications: a sensor (and a computation chip stacked directly beneath it) as large as a cross-section of the volume being imaged can be exposed to the whole volume one slice at a time, and so a volume of size \(n \times n \times n\), thus \(n^3\) inputs, can be processed in time \(n\) on a chip of area \(n \times n\), assuming the computation chip accepts each input where the sensor produces it.

  2. **Stacked memory chips**: although, as we mention, it is not currently possible to stack many computation chips on top of each other, it is possible to stack many memory chips on top of each other. “High-Bandwidth Memory” (HBM) produced this way [JCL+17] is in common use. It is thus physically possible to have many memory chips stacked directly on top of our computation chip, with input from the memory being streamed into the chip all across its surface, according to the way the input is distributed in the memory stack. This requires memory (although not easily-addressable or quickly-writable memory) and vertical routing in 3d, but crucially the computation is still in 2d.

Since there are so many ways of integrating chips into larger systems, it is very difficult to model a full system of how input gets into the chip, capturing all tradeoffs. We do not attempt to model the full system, and instead assume it is very powerful. This confines some of our upper bounds to only be realistic in situations like the above, but it also means our lower bounds are more general.

### 2.1 The circuit array model: an intermediate model

We now define a simple “circuit array” model, which we use as an intermediate model of computation to conveniently describe our chip design upper bounds. We will show that any computation described in the circuit array model can be efficiently implemented in our wire-delay VLSI model.

**Definition 2.2** (Circuit arrays). A circuit array consists of an \(N \times N\) grid of cells.\(^4\) Each cell \((i, j)\) consists of a circuit with 3 types of inputs: inputs external to the chip, inputs from other cells in the previous cycle, and local values from the previous cycle, and 3 types of outputs: outputs external to the chip, outputs to other cells for the next cycle, and local values for the next cycle.

All cells will run in parallel, being provided inputs at the beginning of the cycle and producing outputs at the end. Communication on the chip happens between adjacent cells in the grid, in cardinal directions only.

---

\(^4\)Throughout this paper, we use the convention that on a two-dimensional plane the vector \((0, 1)\) points to the north (drawn upwards in the figures) and the vector \((1, 0)\) points to the east.
We now show how to efficiently implement any circuit array in our wire-delay VLSI model. For convenience, we will work with them to prove upper bounds throughout the paper. We begin with an implementation of a single cell in a circuit array.

**Theorem 2.3.** Suppose a single cell of an array can be implemented by a circuit with size $s$, at most $s$ inputs and outputs, and fan-in bounded by 2. Then the circuit can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip with 5 layers, area $O(s^2)$, and delay $O(s)$. Additionally, if a unique perimeter position (cardinal direction and integer in $[s]$) is given for each input and output, then circuit inputs and outputs can be placed on the perimeter of the chip according to the given positions.

**Proof.** We will describe a ‘template’ for a chip, in which we ‘reserve’ nodes and edges in the grid for use by nets carrying certain values, even if they are never actually used by any net. Then we will show how to construct the necessary nets using these reserved nodes.

We will use a square grid of size $6s + 2$, and we will index the grid coordinates starting at $-1$ and ending at $6s$. This will be convenient for reasons which will become apparent later.

The main idea is to topologically sort the circuit, and lay out the nodes on the diagonal in topological order. Gate $i$ will use the square from $(6i, 6i)$ to $(6i + 5, 6i + 5)$. The output variable and both input variables of the gate will reserve ‘full-chip crosses’ using layers 0, 1 and 2, centered in this area. The first input will reserve the single node $(6i, 6i)$ on layer 0, the entire horizontal line $(6i, ·)$ on layer 1, and the entire vertical line $(6i, ·)$ on layer 2, plus the between-layer edges connecting them at $(6i, 6i)$. Similarly, the second input will reserve a full cross centered on $(6i + 2, 6i + 2)$, and the output will reserve a full cross centered on $(6i + 4, 6i + 4)$. We will implement the gate itself on layer 0 (see figure 1a).

The inputs and outputs to the circuit are placed on the perimeter of the chip, at locations of the form $(-1, 4k)$ or $(6s, 4k)$ on layer 3 for west and east inputs and outputs, or locations of the form $(4k, -1)$ or $(4k, 6s)$ on layer 4 for south and north inputs and outputs (here, $k$ is the integer in $[s]$ used to specify the position).

For each west I/O, at $(-1, 4k)$, we will reserve the full horizontal line $(-, 4k + 1)$ from $-1$ to $6s - 1$, and will connect it to $(-1, 4k)$ using the single edge between them. For each east I/O, we will reserve the full horizontal line $(4k + 3, -)$ from $0$ to $6s$, and will connect it to $(6s, 4k)$ using the length-3 line between them. We will handle north and south I/Os similarly: north I/Os will reserve and connect to the entire vertical line $(4k + 3, -)$; south I/Os, the entire vertical line $(4k + 1, -)$. See figure 1b for a full template illustration.

This system of reserved crosses and lines has one very important property: for any two variables in the circuit, there is some position where they overlap; that is, for any variables $a$ and $b$, there is some $x, y, \ell_1 \geq 1, \ell_2 \geq 1$ where node $(x, y)$ on layer $\ell_1$ is reserved to $a$, and node $(x, y)$ on layer $\ell_2$ is reserved to $b$. Furthermore, it will always be legal to connect $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ using intermediate layers and between-layer edges at $(x, y)$, since they will be the only two out of the upper four layers which are occupied at $(x, y)$: layer 1 will be occupied only if $y$ is even, layer 2 will be occupied only if $x$ is even, layer 3 will be occupied only if $y$ is odd, and layer 4 will be occupied only if $x$ is odd.

To implement the circuit using this template, we will use these overlap points to connect two variables whenever they are the same values in the circuit. For instance, if the output of gate $i$ is fed into gate $j$ as its second input, we will reserve a connection between layers 1 and 2 at $(6j + 2, 6i + 4)$, allowing a net carrying this value to be drawn from the source at $(6i + 4, 6i + 4, 0)$ through layers to $(6i + 4, 6i + 4, 1)$, horizontally to $(6j + 2, 6i + 4, 1)$, then vertically to $(6j + 2, 6j + 2, 1)$, then horizontally to $(6j + 2, 6i + 4, 0)$, where the value will be consumed by gate $j$. Similar nets can be drawn for inputs and outputs; for example, if north input $k$ needs to be fed into gate $i$ as its first input, a net can be drawn from $(4k, 6s, 4)$ to $(4k + 3, 6s, 4)$ to $(4k + 3, 6i, 4)$ to $(4k + 3, 6i, 1)$ to $(6i, 6i, 1)$ to $(6i, 6i, 0)$. An example circuit laid out in this manner is shown in figure 1c.

Clearly this chip takes $O(s^2)$ area, as it is laid out within a bounding box of dimensions $(6s + 2) \times (6s + 2)$. In order to see that it uses $O(s)$ delay, note first that getting an input from its perimeter location to a gate where it is consumed (or getting an output from the gate where it is produced to its perimeter location) involves a single net of length at most $12s + O(1)$: at most 6s steps to get from the perimeter location, along the reserved wire on layer 3 or 4, to the intersection with the cross belonging to the gate, then at most 6s steps...
Figure 1: Illustrations for Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4
steps to reach the gate, with at most constant extra steps at the beginning and end and to move between layers. Note also that for any path in the circuit beginning and ending at a gate, the sum of lengths of nets implementing it is also at most 12s + O(1), because gates are laid out on the diagonal in topological order, and so all values always move west and north, meaning the whole path has only 6s steps it can take in each of those two directions. This means the total distance traveled along any path in the computation is at most 36s + O(1), which in turn implies at most 36s + O(1) delay to complete the computation, from the time the inputs arrive to the time the last output reaches its location on the perimeter.

Now that we have a way to lay out a circuit describing a single cycle of computation in a square area (a single cell), we can implement a simple grid model of cells. The fact that the I/Os could be assigned locations on the perimeter will be important, as we will be able to abut two chip areas and pass information between them by ensuring their corresponding inputs and outputs line up.

**Theorem 2.4.** An \( N \times N \) circuit array which takes \( C \) cycles can be implemented in area \( A = O(N^2s^2) \) and total delay \( T = O(Cs) \), where \( s \) is the size of the largest circuit in the grid.

**Proof.** We will use \( C_{i,j} \) to refer to the circuit in cell \((i, j)\). We can create an \( N \times N \) grid of cells of size \((6s + 2) \times (6s + 2)\), and use cell \((i, j)\) (placed at \(((6s + 2)i, (6s + 2)j)\)) to implement \( C_{i,j} \) according to Theorem 2.3. We will place the inputs and outputs along the edges of the cell, ensuring that they "match up" with the corresponding inputs and outputs in the neighboring cell. We will have all cell inputs use flip-flops, and the input to the flip-flop will be the corresponding output in the neighboring cell (see Fig. 1e). The area and delay in the theorem statement can be seen easily: each of the \( N^2 \) cells takes area \( O(s^2) \), and the delay for a single cycle is \( T_C = O(s) \), by Theorem 2.3.

## 3 Basic Lower Bounds in the Wire-Delay Model

In this section we observe a few basic lower bounds for our VLSI model. These, as well as a few other ideas in this paper, are taken and modified from earlier unpublished work by one of the authors as part of his MS thesis at UC Berkeley [You22].

We say a single-output function \( f : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) depends on the \( i \)-th input bit if there exists an \( x \in \{0,1\}^n \) such that \( f(x) \neq f(x \oplus e_i) \), where \( x \oplus e_i \in \{0,1\}^n \) means toggling/翻转 the \( i \)-th bit of \( x \).

In the following, we assume the number of layers \( \ell \) on the chip is a fixed constant.

**Theorem 3.1** (\( A \leq O(T^2) \)). If a function \( f : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) can be computed by a wire-delay VLSI chip in time \( T \), then \( f \) can be computed by a wire-delay VLSI chip in \( T \) and area at most \( 2T \times 2T \).

**Proof.** For notational convenience we prove this in the case where the number of layers is \( \ell = 1 \); the argument easily generalizes to any \( \ell \leq O(1) \).

Let \( o = (x_o, y_o) \) denote the location of the output on the chip. For any point \( p = (x_p, y_p) \) on the chip, by our assumption (Item 5) that information traveling any distance across the chip requires time at least linear in the distance traveled, \( p \) is useful (i.e., \( p \) can affect the output value within the chip’s run time \( T \)) only if its \( \ell_1 \)-distance from \( o \) in the grid \(||o - p||_1 = |x_o - x_p| + |y_o - y_p|\) is at most \( T \). Hence, if we simply ignore all points of the chip outside the \( 2T \times 2T \) area around the output \( o \), we still get a chip that computes the same function as the original function.

**Theorem 3.2** (\( AT \geq \Omega(N) \)). A wire-delay VLSI chip that reads \( N \) input bits, with area \( A \) and time \( T \), requires \( AT \geq \Omega(N) \).

**Proof.** This follows immediately from our assumption Item 2 that the gates do not overlap in the same layer; since all \( N \) input values require their own constant amount of area and time, and no two overlap, we can sum their area-time requirements together, for \( AT \geq N \cdot \Omega(1) = \Omega(N) \).
A more general version of this fact (where $N$ instead refers to the serial time of the computation) also appears in section 12.4 of Savage’s book [Sav98]; a similar statement to that appears in our simulation result Theorem 1.13. Figure 2 shows a useful picture to keep in mind: the area of a chip, extended through a third dimension representing time to produce an “area-time volume.” With this intuition, Theorem 3.2 states that the area-time volume must be $\Omega(N)$, because each input value requires a constant area-time volume of its own.

**Theorem 1.1.** For every non-degenerate $f: \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}$, computing $f$ on a wire-delay VLSI chip requires $\Omega(n^{1/3})$ time.

*Proof.* Suppose $f$ is computed by a wire-delay VLSI chip in time $T$. By Theorem 3.1 we assume the chip has area $A \leq O(T^2)$. Since $f$ is non-degenerate, all the $n$ input bits must be read by the chip, and hence by Theorem 3.2 we have $AT \geq \Omega(n)$. Combining the two inequalities immediately gives $T \geq \Omega(n^{1/3})$. \qed

## 4 Cube-Root Speed-ups for AND, OR, and XOR

In this section, we prove $O(n^{1/3})$ time upper bounds for simple functions such as AND, OR, and XOR in our wire-delay VLSI model claimed in Theorem 1.2, matching the lower bound from Theorem 1.1.

**Theorem 1.2.** The AND, OR, and XOR functions can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in $O(n^{1/3})$ time.

*Proof.* In the following we focus on computing XOR. The chip for computing AND and OR follows from essentially the same construction.

The rough idea for proving Theorem 1.2 is as follows: we will place $\Theta(n^{2/3})$ many XOR gates and input gates on a chip of area $\Theta(n^{1/3}) \times \Theta(n^{1/3})$. Each XOR gate computes the XOR function of the input value injected into its cell and the values computed by other gates coming from the left and below. Then this gate sends the computed XOR value to the right and up, towards the upper right corner of the grid which contains the output gate. By repeating $\Theta(n^{1/3})$ cycles, we can inject all $\Theta(n^{1/3}) \times (\Theta(n^{1/3}))^2 = n$ input bits into the chip, and the total XOR value of the input bits are aggregated sent to the output gate at the upper right corner, in time delay proportional to the chip width and length $\Theta(n^{1/3})$.

Now we formally design our chip for computing XOR in the circuit array model (Theorem 2.4), where each cell in the array is implemented by a circuit of $O(1)$ size. In a $k \times k$ circuit array (for some parameter $k$ to be determined later), we designate $(k,k)$ as the output cell. Every cell $(i,j)$ (except $(k,k)$) is assigned an *out-neighbor* cell, defined as follows (see Fig. 3):

- If $i \neq k$, then the out-neighbor of $(i,j)$ is $(i+1,j)$.
- If $i = k$ and $j \neq k$, then the out-neighbor of $(i,j)$ is $(i,j+1)$.  
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Figure 3: The $k \times k$ grid for the AND/OR/XOR chip. Arrows indicate the direction to send the computed values.

If cell $y$ is an out-neighbor of a cell $x$, we say $x$ is an in-neighbor of $y$. Note that this out-neighbor relation forms an in-tree rooted at $(k, k)$.

Each of the $k \times k$ cells also receives one input bit (external to the chip) in each cycle. Now we specify the behavior of each cell $(i, j)$ in each cycle.

1. At the beginning of a cycle, cell $(i, j)$ computes the XOR value of all bits sent from the in-neighbors of $(i, j)$ and the external input bit sent to this cell; denote this XOR value by $x$. Let $v$ denote the value stored by cell $(i, j)$ (computed in the previous cycle).

2. At the end of this cycle, the behavior depends on whether $(i, j) = (k, k)$:
   - If $(i, j) \neq (k, k)$: cell $(i, j)$ sends $v$ to its out-neighbor cell. Then the value stored by cell $(i, j)$ is modified to $x$.
   - If $(i, j) = (k, k)$: the value stored by this cell is modified to $v \oplus x$ (where $\oplus$ means XOR).

Since in each cycle we can inject $k \times k = k^2$ input bits to the chip, we can use $\lceil n/k^2 \rceil$ cycles to inject all $n$ input bits to the chip. (After that, the cells simply receive zeros instead of actual external input bits.) Then, we run the chip for another $2k$ cycles, and let cell $(k, k)$ output its stored value. We now show that this value is the correct XOR value of all the $n$ input bits.

Let $v_{i,j}^{(t)}$ denote the value stored by cell $(i, j)$ at the end of the $t$-th cycle. Let $x_{i,j}^{(t)}$ denote the $x$-value computed by cell $(i, j)$ during the $t$-th cycle (defined above), and let $y_{i,j}^{(t)}$ denote the external input bit injected to cell $(i, j)$ during the $t$-th cycle. Let $V^{(t)} = \bigoplus_{i,j} v_{i,j}^{(t)}$ denote the total XOR value of the stored values of all $k \times k$ cells at the end of the $t$-th cycle. Initially, $v_{i,j}^{(0)} = 0$. Now observe that $V^{(t)} \oplus V^{(t-1)}$ equals the total
XOR value of the external input bits injected to the chip during cycle \( t \). This is because

\[
V^{(t)} = \bigoplus_{(i,j) \neq (k,k)} v_{i,j}^{(t)} \oplus v_{k,k}^{(t)}
\]

\[
= \left( \bigoplus_{(i,j) \neq (k,k)} x_{i,j}^{(t)} \oplus v_{k,k}^{(t-1)} \oplus x_{k,k}^{(t)} \right)
\]

(by step 2)

\[
= \left( \bigoplus_{(i,j)} y_{i,j}^{(t)} \oplus \bigoplus_{(i',j') \text{in-neighbor of } (i,j)} v_{i',j'}^{(t-1)} \right) \oplus v_{k,k}^{(t-1)}
\]

(by step 1)

and hence \( V^{(t)} \oplus V^{(t-1)} = \bigoplus_{(i,j)} y_{i,j}^{(t)} \). Consequently, for all \( t \geq \lceil n/k^2 \rceil \), \( V^{(t)} \) equals the XOR of all the \( n \) input bits.

Now we show that after another \( 2k \) cycles, all cells except \((k,k)\) will have stored values equal to 0; this would imply \((k,k)\) stores the value \( V^{(t)} \) which is the correct answer. This can be done by a simple induction: after one cycle, the stored values in all cells \((1,j)\) become zero (because they have no in-neighbors, and all external input bits are zero). After another cycle, the stored values in all cells \((2,j)\) also become zero, since the only in-neighbors they have are \((1,j)\), which only send zeros from the previous cycle. Since the longest chain in the tree \(((1,1) \rightarrow (2,1) \cdots \rightarrow (k,1) \rightarrow (k,2) \cdots \rightarrow (k,k))\) has length \(2k−1\), we know after \(2k\) cycles all cells except \((k,k)\) store zero values.

Hence, we have shown that the chip produces the correct answer at \((k,k)\) after \(\lceil n/k^2 \rceil + 2k\) cycles in total. Setting \(k = \Theta(n^{1/3})\), the total delay is only \(O(n^{1/3})\).

\[\square\]

For \(\ell \gg 1\) layers, one can obtain an improved delay bound by directly extending the construction to multiple layers. One can show that the delay is \(O((n/\ell)^{1/3})\). However, we note that the circuit model becomes less realistic with multiple layers: how might one “inject” new inputs into ports in the middle of the circuit, when there are several layers of such ports?

## 5 Results on Addition

### 5.1 Lower Bound for Addition

In the addition problem, we are given two \(n\)-bit input binary numbers \(A, B\), and want to output their sum \(C\) in binary. We use \(A[i]\) to denote the \(i\)-th bit of \(A\), where \(A[0]\) is the least significant bit of \(A\).

In the following we prove the lower bound for semelfective chips computing addition, restated below.

**Theorem 1.5.** Computing the sum of two \(n\)-bit integers on a wire-delay VLSI chip requires time \(\Omega(\sqrt{n})\).

First we have the following simple observation similar to Theorem 3.1.

**Lemma 5.1.** If a chip which computes addition has delay \(T\), then all its input bits and output bits are confined to an area of \(4T \times 4T\) on the chip.

**Proof.** Since the most significant output bit \(C[n]\) depends on all the inputs \(A[0] \ldots A[n−1]\) and \(B[0], \ldots, B[n−1]\), these inputs are confined to an area at most \(2T \times 2T\) (i.e., radius \(T\)) around the point on the chip at which \(C[n]\) is produced. Then, since every output bit \(C[i]\) depends on at least one input bit (for example, \(A[i]\)), we know no output can be more than \(T\) distance beyond that \(2T \times 2T\) area. Hence all inputs and outputs fit in a total area of \(4T \times 4T\). See Fig. 4 for an illustration of this argument. \(\square\)
Lemma 5.2. Consider any delay-T addition chip should fit in a total area-time volume of $4T \times 4T \times T$. We will use this fact to show the contrapositive of Theorem 1.5 (i.e., that delay $T$ is only sufficient to solve addition problems of size $O(T^2)$) in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Consider any delay-$T_0$ addition chip $C$ with $\ell$ layers (with inputs $A[0..n-1], B[0..n-1]$ and outputs $C[0..n]$), which fit in a total area-time volume of $4T_0 \times 4T_0 \times T_0$ by Lemma 5.1.

There is a universal constant $c$ such that the following holds for all $1 \leq T \leq T_0$: for any chip subvolume of area $4T \times 4T$ with $\ell$ layers and time interval $T$ in chip $C$, there are at most $\ell T^2$ indices $i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, n-1\}$ for which $A[i]$ is read and $C[i]$ is produced, on that $4T \times 4T$ section of the chip within that $T$ time interval.

In particular, by taking $T := T_0$ and considering the entire $n$-bit addition chip $C$ of delay $T_0$ in Lemma 5.2, we conclude $n \leq \ell T_0^2$, which proves Theorem 1.5.

We emphasize that Lemma 5.2 is stated more generally for any chip subvolume and a subset of the problem input and output; the area and delay in question need not be the entire area and delay of the chip. This will be important for the proof, as it uses induction on the size of the subvolume.

Proof. Let $I$ denote the set of indices $i$ under consideration, namely the indices $0 \leq i < n$ for which $A[i]$ is read and $C[i]$ is produced on that $4T \times 4T$ section of the chip within that $T$ time interval. Let $m := |I|$ be the quantity we want to bound.

We use induction on $T$. As a base case, we use the following trivial bound: the number of inputs that can be read by the $4T \times 4T$ section of the chip within the $T$ time interval is at most $4T^2 \times 4T \times T = 16T^3 \leq \ell T^2$ as desired for all $T \leq c/16$. Hence, in the following we assume $T > c/16$.

At a high level, the basic idea of our proof is to show a “memory or serialization” trade-off:

Either the chip must “remember” inputs (or a similar amount of data) for a long time, thus increasing the area and therefore wire delay, or the chip must wait a long time for some outputs to be finished before reading more inputs, thus reducing parallelism and increasing delay.

Formally, let $1 \leq \tau < T/3$ be some time increment parameter to be determined later, and define $S \subseteq I$ to be the set of indices $i$ such that at most $\tau$ time passes between the time $A[i]$ is read and the time $C[i]$ is produced. We consider two cases depending on whether $|S| \leq m/2$:

- **“Memory” case:** $|S| \leq m/2$.
  - For each timestep $t$ in $[0, T-1]$, the set of ‘straddling indices’ for timestep $t$, denoted by $I_t \subseteq I$, is defined as the set of indices $i \in I$ such that $A[i]$ is read at or before time $t$, but $C[i]$ is produced after time $t$. We claim that $|I_t| \leq 6T \times 6T \times \ell$ must hold for all $t$. The proof of this claim follows from a communication complexity argument: in the addition instance, we set $B[i] = 0$ for all $i$ and $A[i] = 0$ for all $i \notin I$, leaving $A[i]$ for all $i \in I$ unfixed. Then, note that a snapshot of the state of the chip at timestep $t$ (within a radius of $4T + 2t \leq 6T$) contains all the information needed to reproduce the
Summarizing the two cases, we must have the upper bound

\[ m \leq 72cT^3/\tau + 36c\tau T = cT^2 \cdot 36 \left( \frac{2T}{\sqrt{cT}} + \frac{\tau}{T} \right). \]

Recall that \( T > c/16 \). We set parameter \( \tau := \lceil T/\sqrt{c} \rceil \geq 1 \), so the upper bound becomes

\[ m \leq cT^2 \cdot 36 \left( \frac{2T}{\sqrt{c}} + \frac{T/\sqrt{c} + 1}{T} \right) \leq cT^2 \cdot 36 \left( \frac{3}{\sqrt{c}} + \frac{16}{c} \right) < cT^2 \]
as desired, by setting the constant $c$ to be large enough. Note that $\tau$ satisfies the requirement of $\tau < T/3$ for large enough $c$.

Note that our lower bound matches the following upper bound (up to logarithmic factors).

**Theorem 1.6.** Computing the sum of two $n$-bit integers can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in $\tilde{O}(\sqrt{n})$ time.

**Proof.** The carry-lookahead adder [Ros60] is a Boolean circuit of depth $O(\log n)$ and size $O(n)$ that computes the addition of two $n$-bit integers. By our simulation result in Theorem 1.10 (to be proved in Section 8), this implies a wire-delay VLSI chip for adding two $n$-bit integers in $\tilde{O}(\sqrt{n})$ time. □

### 5.2 Two-Pass Addition With Less Delay

Now we show a VLSI chip reading each input bit twice can solve Addition significantly faster than the above lower bound, proving the upper bound part of Theorem 1.7 (the $O(n^{1/3})$ lower bound claimed in Theorem 1.7 easily follows from the proof of Theorem 1.1).

**Theorem 5.3.** There is a wire-delay VLSI chip of area $O(n^{2/3})$ and delay $O(n^{1/3})$ which computes the addition of two $n$-bit binary integers $A$ and $B$, reading input bits twice.

**Proof.** We assume that $n$ is a perfect cube. For convenience, we will sometimes view our input numbers $A[0 \ldots n-1], B[0 \ldots n-1]$ and output number $C[0 \ldots n]$ in 3 dimensions: define $A[i, j, k] = A[n^{2/3}i+n^{1/3}j+k]$, and similar for $B$ and $C$.

We will define a circuit array with a $n^{1/3} \times n^{1/3}$ grid of cells, and use Theorem 2.4. We will view our array as operating in 4 distinct “phases.” Phases 1 through 3 will be responsible for computing a set of carry values as setup for phase 4, which will produce the actual result. These phases are part of the analysis and the input/output schedule only; all circuitry on the chip will be running in every cycle, but the values produced will only be correct once enough time has elapsed, and we will design the input/output schedule accordingly.

In the first phase, each cell $(i, j)$ for $i \in [0, n^{1/3} - 1], j \in [0, n^{1/3} - 1]$ independently accumulates “carry generate” ($G$) and “carry propagate” ($P$) values for its own subset of $n^{1/3}$ indices in the addition. In particular, at timestep $k$, cell $(i, j)$ takes as inputs to the chip, along with $G_{ij}$ and $P_{ij}$, which are remembered from the previous timestep (or initialized to 0 and 1 respectively at the first timestep). Then it computes:

$$G_{ij} \leftarrow (A[i, j−1, k] \land B[i, j−1, k]) \lor (G_{ij} \land (A[i, j−1, k] \lor B[i, j−1, k]))$$

and

$$P_{ij} \leftarrow P_{ij} \land (A[i, j−1, k] \lor B[i, j−1, k]).$$

At the end of phase 1 (after $n^{1/3}$ cycles), the output $G_{ij}$ and $P_{ij}$ together give us information about the carry behavior of the addition in the index range assigned to cell $(i, j)$. $P_{ij}$ is “carry propagate”: if the carry-in bit at index $n^{2/3}i+n^{1/3}(j−1)$ is 1, will the carry-out bit at index $n^{2/3}i+n^{1/3}(j+1)−1$ also be 1? $G_{ij}$ is “carry generate”: will the carry-out bit be 1 even if the carry-in is 0? This notion of “generate” and “propagate” is the same one used in practical fast adders such as “carry-lookahead” adders [Ros60]. Note that $j−1$ is sometimes negative, since $j = 0$ for the west column of the grid. This means that cell $(0,0)$ has no range of input values assigned to it; it remains idle in phase 1, and produces $G_{0,0} = P_{0,0} = 0$.

Phase 2 involves ‘collecting’ these generate and propagate values along rows. Each cell will take two inputs from the west: $G'_{i,j−1}$ and $P'_{i,j−1}$. The cell will produce two matching outputs to the east: at the output,

$$G'_{ij} \leftarrow G_{ij} \lor (G'_{i,j−1} \lor P_{ij}) \quad \text{and} \quad P'_{ij} \leftarrow P'_{i,j−1} \land P_{ij}.$$
The westernmost cells \((i, 0)\) will simply produce \(P_{i0}\) as output \(P'_{ij}\), and \(G_{i0}\) as output \(G'_{ij}\). Each cell will also remember the output \(G'_{ij}\) and \(P'_{ij}\). After \(n^{1/3}\) timesteps of this phase, generate and propagate values have been communicated across the entire length of each row. \(G'_{ij}\) now encodes whether a carry will be generated by the index range \(n^{2/3}i\) to \(n^{2/3}i + n^{1/3}(j + 1) - 1\), and \(P'_{ij}\) encodes whether a carry would be propagated through that same index range. We consider phase 2 to have ended once enough time has elapsed that these values are correct in every cell, which is \(n^{1/3}\) cycles after the end of phase 1.

Phase 3 involves collecting the new generate values across rows. Each cell \((i, j)\) needs to know the carry-in bit at index \(n^{2/3}i + n^{1/3}j\). Note that every cell in the southernmost row \(i = 0\) already knows this bit: \(G'_{0j}\) is whether a carry will be generated in the range 0 to \(n^{1/3}j - 1\), which since the lower end of the range is 0 is exactly whether there will be a carry out from \(n^{1/3}j - 1\) (and thus into \(n^{1/3}j\)). So for these cells, we can remember the true carry-in value as \(c_{n^{1/3}j} = G'_{0j}\). Each cell \((i, j)\) not in the southernmost row or the easternmost column will take one input from the east, \(c_{n^{2/3}i - 1}\), and replicate it as an output to the west, while producing its necessary carry-in value

\[
c_{n^{2/3}i + n^{1/3}j - 1} = G'_{ij} \lor (c_{n^{2/3}i - 1} \land P'_{ij})
\]

which is the necessary carry-in value for this cell. The \(c_{n^{2/3}i - 1}\) values come from the easternmost column – each cell \((i, n^{1/3} - 1)\) in the easternmost column will take \(c_{n^{2/3}i - 1}\) as input from the south, and replicate it as output to the west, while producing its necessary carry-in value

\[
c_{n^{2/3}(i+1) - 1} = G'_{i(n^{1/3} - 1)} \lor c_{n^{2/3}i - 1} \land P'_{i(n^{1/3} - 1)}
\]
Computing the product of two \( n^{1/3} \) bit binary integers. The lower bound follows from communication complexity arguments, which were also used in old VLSI literature.

Denote the input bits of the circuit by \( a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{n-1} \) and \( b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_{n-1} \), and the output bits by \( c_0, c_1, \ldots, c_{2n-1} \) (where \( a_0, b_0, c_0 \) are the least significant bits). First we make the following observation.

Recall that we say an output bit \( c_i \) depends on an input bit \( i \) if there exists an input \( x = (a, b) \) where flipping the input bit \( i \) would change the output bit \( c_i \).

\[ \text{Proposition 6.1.} \quad \text{For } 0 \leq i \leq n-1, \quad c_i \text{ depends on the input bits } a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_i, b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_i. \]

\[ \text{Proof.} \quad \text{The first statement immediately follows from considering the input instance where } a_j = b_{i-j} = 1, \quad \text{while all other input bits are zeros.} \]

It remains to verify the second statement for any output bit \( c_i \) (where \( 0 \leq i \leq 2n-2 \)) and input bit \( a_j \) (the case for \( b_j \) is similar). If \( j \geq i - (n-1) \), then we can use the same argument as in the first proof. Hence we assume \( 0 \leq j \leq i - n \).

Consider the input instance \( a = 2^n - 1, b = 2^{n-1} + 1 \), i.e., let \( a_0 = a_1 = a_2 = \cdots = a_{n-1} = 1 \), and let \( b_0 = b_{n-1} = 1, b_1 = b_2 = \cdots = b_{n-2} = 0 \). We have \( a \cdot b = 2^{2n-1} + 2^{n-1} - 1 \), so in the binary expansion of this product we have \( c_{n-1} = c_n = \cdots = c_{2n-2} = 0 \). In particular, \( c_i = 0 \).

Now we flip the input bit \( a_j \), and have \( a' = 2^n - 2^j - 1 \). Then,

\[
\begin{align*}
a' \cdot b &= 2^{2n-1} - 2^{n-1+j} - 2^{n-1} + 2^n - 2^j - 1 \\
&= (2^{n-j} - 1) \cdot 2^{n-1+j} + (2^{n-1} - 2^j - 1) \\
&\in \left(2^{n-j} - 1, 2^{n-1+j}, 2^{n-j} \cdot 2^{n-1+j}\right).
\end{align*}
\]

So in the binary expansion of \( c' = a' \cdot b \) we have \( c'_{n-1+j} = c'_{n-1+j+1} = \cdots = c'_{2n-2} = 1 \). In particular, \( c_i' = 1 \).

This shows that the output bit \( c_i \) depends on the input bit \( a_j \).

It is clear that for such a pair of \( i, o \), the output bit must be printed after reading the input bit, and the output port of \( o \) must be within \( T \) distance from the input port of \( i \).

\[ \text{Theorem 1.3.} \quad \text{Computing the product of two } n \text{-bit integers on a wire-delay VLSI chip requires } \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \text{ time.} \]

\[ \text{Proof.} \quad \text{Recall that we assume the chip is semellective: each input bit only appears in one of the input ports at one moment in time during the computation.} \]

In the following, we will focus on the set \( O = \{c_{n-1}, c_n, \ldots, c_{2n-2}\} \) of output bits (from the “higher-order half” of output bits). We have \( |O| = n \), and from Proposition 6.1 we know that every output bit in \( O \) is a non-degenerate function: it depends on all input bits. Let the delay of the chip be \( T \). By a similar argument to Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 5.1, we may assume the area of the chip is \( O(T) \times O(T) \).

Now we consider at which time steps the chip reads the input bits and prints the output bits. There must be a particular time step \( t^* \) such that, all the input bits are loaded by the end of time step \( t^* \),
Figure 8: The full circuit for a cell (not on the edge of the array) in Theorem 5.3. Flip-flops to remember values for the circuit are implicit whenever an input and output are identical (except for $c_{n^{2/3}i-1}$, which is an input on the east and output on the west). “Valid” inputs refer to the validity of $A$ (or equivalently, $B$) inputs in their phase.
and all the output bits in \(O\) are printed after time step \(t^*\). Observe that, by setting \(a = 2^{n-1}\), we have \((c_{n-1}, c_n, \ldots, c_{2n-2}) = (b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_{n-1})\).

Hence, we can obtain a one-way communication protocol for transmitting an \(n\)-bit string, using only \(O(T^2)\) bits of communication: Alice sets \(a = 2^{n-1}\), lets \(b\) encode the \(n\)-bit string, and simulates the chip computation up to time step \(t^*\), and sends the current configuration of the chip to Bob. Then Bob continues simulating and obtains the output bits \(c_{n-1}, \ldots, c_{2n-2}\) which are identical to the string Alice wants to send. By a basic information theoretic argument, we must have \(n \leq O(T^2)\), which finishes the proof.

Note that this lower bound matches the following upper bound (up to logarithmic factors).

**Theorem 1.4.** Computing the product of two \(n\)-bit integers can be implemented on a wire-delay VLSI chip in \(\tilde{O}(\sqrt{n})\) time.

*Proof.* The well-known Schönhage-Strassen algorithm [SS71] for integer multiplication implies that there is a Boolean circuit for multiplying two \(n\)-bit integers of size \(\tilde{O}(n)\) and depth \((\log n)^{O(1)}\). By our simulation result Theorem 1.10 (to be proved in Section 8), this implies a wire-delay VLSI chip for multiplying two \(n\)-bit integers in \(\tilde{O}(\sqrt{n})\) time. Note that a more direct construction also follows from Preparata’s VLSI design for binary multiplication [Pre83].

7 Triangle

Let \(\text{Triangle}: \{0,1\}^{\binom{n}{2}} \rightarrow \{0,1\}\) be the triangle-detection problem on \(n\)-node graphs given as adjacency matrices; that is, \(\text{Triangle}(G) = 1\) if and only if the given graph \(G\) contains a triangle.

**Theorem 1.8.** Triangle on \(m = \binom{n}{2}\) bits requires \(\Omega(\sqrt{m})\) time on a wire-delay VLSI chip.

*Proof.* Let \(m = \binom{n}{2}\). Papadimitriou and Sipser [PS84] showed a worst-case-partition communication complexity lower bound for Triangle: for any bipartition of the \(m\) input bits into two equal-size sets \(A, B\) distributed to Alice and Bob respectively, Alice and Bob need to communicate at least \(\Omega(n^2)\) bits to decide the Triangle problem deterministically.

Suppose we have a wire-delay VLSI chip solving Triangle in \(T\) time. First note that Triangle is a non-degenerate function (the output bit depends on all the input bits), so the chip can only output the answer only after all the input bits are read. By a similar argument as in Theorem 3.1, we can assume that the chip has area at most \(2T \times 2T\).

Now consider the smallest time step \(t\) such that at least \(m/2\) input bits are read by the chip in time interval \([1, t]\). Let \(A_0 \subseteq [m]\) be the set of input bits read in time interval \([1, t-1]\) (note that \(|A_0| < m/2\)), and pick \(m/2 - |A_0|\) of the input bits read at time step \(t\) and denote them by \(A_1\). Note that \(|A_1| \leq 2T \times 2T\) because the number of input ports is bounded by the chip area. Then \(A = A_0 \cup A_1\) and \(B = [m] \setminus A\) is a bi-partition of the input bits into two equal-size parts. We have the following (one-way) communication protocol for Triangle when Alice holds input bits in \(A\) and Bob holds \(B\): Alice simulates the VLSI chip up to time step \(t - 1\) (she knows all the input bits \(A_0\) required to do this simulation), and sends the state of the chip together with all the input bits of \(A_1\) to Bob. The message size is \(O(2T \times 2T) + |A_1| \leq O(T^2)\). Then, Bob has all the required information to simulate the chip starting from time step \(t\) to the end, and the output bit of the chip gives the correct answer to the Triangle problem.

By the worst-case-partition communication complexity lower bound of \(\Omega(m)\), for Triangle, we must have \(T^2 \geq \Omega(m)\), that is \(T \geq \Omega(\sqrt{m})\).

Now we show how to decide Triangle in our wire-delay VLSI model, in \(\tilde{O}(n)\) time. We will first describe a version of the classic systolic array algorithm for \(n \times n \times n\) matrix multiplication, which we will modify slightly for our triangle detection upper bound, as well as our later upper bound for Orthogonal Vectors (Theorem 1.12). Systolic arrays for matrix multiplication and similar problems are well-known [KL79] and common in practice [JYP+17]; the one described here is similar to the older Cannon’s algorithm [Can69].
Construction: Systolic Array for Matrix Multiplication. We will create a $n \times n$ circuit array. Each cell $(i, j)$ is responsible for accumulating the output $C_{ij}$. It starts running at cycle $i + j$, and runs for $n$ cycles. At cycle $i + j + k$, it receives $B_{kj}$ from the south and $A_{ik}$ from the west, and performs $C_{ij} \leftarrow C_{ij} + A_{ik} \times B_{kj}$, then replicates $A_{ik}$ at the east output and $B_{kj}$ at the north output. In this way, the entire matrix multiplication can be done in $3n$ cycles by successive outer products, with the matrices $A$ and $B$ input at the south and west edge of the array.

Theorem 1.9. Triangle on an $n$-node graph can be solved by a wire-delay VLSI chip of area $\tilde{O}(n^2)$ and delay $\tilde{O}(n)$.

Proof. We will view our input as the upper-triangular-part of the adjacency matrix of a graph $G$. Let $A$ be the upper-triangular matrix which agrees on this upper triangle but has zeros besides, i.e., $A_{ij} = 1$ for all edges $(i, j)$ and $i < j$. We recall there is a triangle $(i, k, j)$ (where $i < k < j$) in $G$ if and only if there is an $(i, j)$ such that $A_{ij} > 0$ and $A_{kj} > 0$ [IR78]. We will create a $n \times n$ array to multiply $A$ by itself, then check whether there is any $i, j$ for which $A_{ij} > 0$ and $A_{kj} > 0$.

In our array, each cell $(i, j)$ will take the bit $A_{ij}$ as input at the start of the computation, and remember it throughout (if $i \geq j$, this bit will be initialized as zero instead). In order to get elements of $A$ to the borders of the array (from which they can be sent through normally), every cell will also have inputs from the north and east, and outputs to the south and west, in order to bring values of $A$ to the borders at the correct time. Cell $(i, j)$ will use a cycle counter (of $\log n$ bits) to determine when to send $A_{ij}$ to the south or west output. Since $A_{ij}$ needs to be at cell $(i, 0)$ at cycle $i + j$, and cell $(i, j)$ is $j$ cells (and thus $j$ cycles) away, it will output $A_{ij}$ to the south at cycle $i$; otherwise, it will replicate the north input at the south.
Similarly, it will output $A_{ij}$ to the west at cycle $j$.

The squared adjacency matrix will be computed normally, except instead of cell $(i, j)$ performing $C_{ij} \leftarrow C_{ij} + A_{ik} \cdot A_{kj}$ at cycle $i + j + k$, it will perform $C_{ij} \leftarrow C_{ij} \lor (A_{ik} \land A_{kj})$ (i.e., Boolean matrix multiplication). Thus $C_{ij}$ will be a single bit indicating whether there is at least one 2-path between nodes $i$ and $j$ in the input graph.

After all inputs have been processed at cell $(i, j)$, the cell will then compute $C_{ij} \land A_{ij}$, which is true if and only if a triangle has been found containing the edge $(i, j)$. These bits need to be OR-ed together to produce the final output of whether any triangle exists; this can be done by accumulating first along columns (each cell will take a combined ‘triangle found’ bit from the north, OR that bit with its own, and send the result to the south), and then across columns (each cell in the southernmost row will take a combined ‘triangle found’ bit from the north and east, OR them with its own, and send the result to the west).

To see that this chip solves TRIANGLE in area $\tilde{O}(n^2)$ and delay $\tilde{O}(n)$, note that each cell can be implemented by a circuit of size $O(\log n)$, and the array as a whole takes $O(n)$ cycles to finish: $3n$ cycles for the matrix multiplication, plus another $2n$ for the accumulation of ‘triangle found’ bits. By Theorem 2.4, this means the array as a whole takes area $O(n^2 \log^2 n)$ and delay $O(n \log n)$.

8 Simulating Typical Circuits in Our Model

In this section, we will give the proof of Theorem 1.10, showing how to implement any circuit of size $n$ and depth $d$ with fan-in and fan-out bounded by two, using a VLSI chip of area $n \cdot \text{poly}(\log n)$ and delay $d \sqrt{n} \cdot \text{poly}(\log n)$. We recall that the fan-out two restriction can be removed without loss of generality, as
Hoover, Klawe, and Pippenger [HKP84] showed that every size-$s$ depth-$d$ circuit with constant fan-in and unbounded fan-out can be simulated by a circuit with fan-in two, fan-out two, size $O(s)$, and depth $O(d)$.

We will implement our VLSI chip that simulates the circuit in the array model and apply Theorem 2.4: assume WLOG that $n$ is a perfect square, and we will implement our circuit in a $\sqrt{n} \times \sqrt{n}$ grid of cells, where each cell is mapped (arbitrarily) to a unique gate in the circuit. To simulate the circuit, for every directed edge $(u, v)$ in the circuit, we need to let the cell representing gate $u$ send its output value to the cell representing gate $v$. To perform these communications, we will implement a packet-routing interconnect, following the grid pattern. When a cell receives the two binary inputs to its gate, it will produce up to two $O(\log n)$-bit packets carrying the output, along with hard-coded destinations. Inputs to the chip can be placed directly in the registers which would otherwise carry the gate inputs, and outputs from the chip can be emitted as soon as they are produced instead of (or in addition to) generating packets. We will design our interconnect and routing algorithm such that:

- every cell can be implemented by a circuit of size $\text{poly}(\log n)$, and
- every packet reaches its destination within $O(\sqrt{n})$ clock cycles.

For a circuit of depth $d$, the total number of cycles to complete the circuit will be $O(d\sqrt{n})$, since all paths in the circuit run in parallel and each edge takes at most $O(\sqrt{n})$ cycles. Our result will be provided by using Theorem 2.3 to implement each cell, thus achieving area

$$\sqrt{n} \cdot \text{poly}(\log n) \times \sqrt{n} \cdot \text{poly}(\log n) \leq n \cdot \text{poly}(\log n)$$

and a clock period of $\text{poly}(\log n)$, resulting in a circuit of total delay at most $d\sqrt{n}\text{poly}(\log n)$.

### 8.1 Routing the packets

We will communicate packets among the cells using a well-known scheme due to Valiant and Brebner [VB81, section 8]. We first send the packet to a random column in the source row, then send it along that column the destination row, and then send it along the destination row to the destination node. Since we know all packet sources and destinations ahead of time from the topology of our circuit and its placement in the grid, we do not have to bother with randomness, and can simply hardcode an optimal choice of “random” columns.

We only need the following facts from our network and routing:

1. When a packet enters a node and does not need to change directions (i.e. it entered from the north and is destined for the south, or entered from the east and is destined for the west, or vice versa), it is given priority and exits the opposing side in the next cycle with no stall and without being placed in a queue.

2. Packets in a queue are sent out (in any order) whenever the necessary output port is open; they do not wait longer than necessary.

3. At most $O(\sqrt{n})$ packets ever pass through any given node.

4. At most $O(\log n)$ packets ever change direction at any given node.

We will construct cells to ensure (1) and (2); (3) and (4) were shown to be true by Valiant and Brebner with high probability over the choice of random columns, and so will certainly be true in our case, where we hardcode an optimal choice. Valiant and Brebner worked in a slightly different setting, where all packets were produced at the same time and at most one packet was produced and received per cell. These facts still hold in our setting where packets are produced at arbitrary times because they are combinatorial statements about the set of paths, not statements about timing directly, and they still hold for our 2 packets produced and received per cell because they are asymptotic.
To find the delay of a packet reaching its destination, note that every packet only waits in 3 queues at most (at its source, at the random column in the source row, and at the random column in the destination row). Each time it waits, it waits at most $O(\sqrt{n})$ cycles for other packets to pass by (due to facts (2) and (3)), and when it is traveling, it takes at most $O(\sqrt{n})$ cycles to reach the next node where it waits (due to fact (1)). This means every packet reaches its destination at most $O(\sqrt{n})$ cycles after it is produced at its source.

8.2 Packet headers

Every node that a packet passes through needs to know where to send it next. In order to accomplish this, every packet will include a header of $O(\log n)$ bits describing its route: $\log n$ bits for the index of the ‘random’ column, $\log n$ bits for the destination row, $\log n$ bits for the destination column, 1 bit for whether it represents the left or right input of the destination gate, and 2 bits for which phase the packet is in (send to random column, send to destination row, or send to destination column). Packets have a 1-bit payload, and will be accompanied by a 1-bit value indicating validity, so that each cell knows whether a new packet is present at any given input in any given cycle.

8.3 The grid block

Now we describe how to implement each cell in the array.

8.3.1 Structure

A cell consists of several components:

- An input and output in each cardinal direction, each capable of transmitting one packet per cycle (so $O(\log n)$ bit width)
- A queue capable of storing $O(\log n)$ packets, enough to not overflow during operation (so $O(\log^2 n)$ bits of storage total)
- Two slots for packets holding gate input for this cell, and two slots for packets holding gate output (pre-filled with the correct packet headers for routing the outputs)
- Logic for controlling the behavior of the cell as described below

8.3.2 One-cycle behavior

At each cycle, every input is checked to determine whether there is a packet coming in. If there is, the 3 coordinate values and the phase bits are used to determine where the packet should be sent next. For instance, if the phase is ‘random column’, the packet is coming from the east, and the first coordinate is smaller than the coordinate of the current cell, the packet needs to be sent directly to the west output.

If a packet is going “straight,” it should be sent to the correct output immediately. If the current cell is its final destination, it should be placed in the correct gate input register. If the packet is headed in any other direction, it is “turning,” and should be placed in an empty spot in the queue.

If any of the 4 outputs are unused after considering the packets which are going “straight,” the queue should be checked to see if it contains any packets headed for an unused output. For every unused output for which at least one packet was found in the queue, the first such packet should be removed from the queue and sent to the output.

If both gate input registers contain valid packets, they should be invalidated, and both gate output spots in the queue should be filled with the output of the gate on the two input payloads and marked valid for the next cycle.

This behavior involves only $O(\log n)$ operations of $O(\log n)$ bits each, and so it is easy to see it can be implemented with a circuit of size $O(\log^2 n)$.
9 A Conditional Lower Bound

In this section, we borrow a popular conjecture in fine-grained complexity to show a conditional \( n^{2/3-o(1)} \) delay lower bound in our wire-delay VLSI model, for a simple decision problem. Recall the Orthogonal Vectors problem stated in the introduction:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orthogonal Vectors (OV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Given:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decide:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recall the Non-Uniform OV Conjecture (Conjecture 1.11) states that for superlogarithmic \( d \), there is no circuit family deciding Orthogonal Vectors with size \( O(n^{2-\varepsilon}) \), for every \( \varepsilon > 0 \).

How quickly can OV be solved in our VLSI model? A square-root speed-up is not hard to achieve: there is a simple formula of depth \( O(\log n) \) and size \( O(n^2 d) \) for Orthogonal Vectors [KW19]. Applying our simulation theorem Theorem 1.10, this implies a VLSI chip for OV that runs in time \( n \cdot \text{poly}(\log n) \) when \( d = \text{poly}(\log n) \). In fact, OV can be solved with a cube-root speed-up in our VLSI model.

**Theorem 1.12.** The Orthogonal Vectors problem on \( n \) vectors in \( d \) dimensions can be solved by a wire-delay VLSI chip of area \( O(n^{1/3}d^2) \) and delay \( O(n^{2/3}/d) \).

**Proof.** (Sketch) For convenience, we assume \( n^{1/3} \) is an integer, and we assume the input vectors are \( A[0], \ldots, A[n-1] \in \{0,1\}^d \) and \( B[0], \ldots, B[n-1] \in \{0,1\}^d \). The computation for this chip will be done by a \( n^{2/3} \times n^{2/3} \) array, which will operate in a very similar manner to the classic systolic array for matrix multiplication described in Section 7. In order to check whether any of the \( n^2 \) vector pairs are orthogonal, each cell in the array will be responsible for checking \( n^{2/3} \) vector pairs (one pair per cycle), and will accumulate a bit indicating whether an orthogonal pair has been found. More specifically, each cell \((i,j)\) (for \( i,j \in [0,n^{2/3}-1] \)) at cycle \( i+j+k \) (where \( 0 \leq k < n^{2/3} \)) will receive two vectors,

\[
A \left[i \cdot n^{1/3} + \left(k \mod n^{1/3}\right)\right] \text{ from the south, and } B \left[j \cdot n^{1/3} + \left\lfloor \frac{k}{n^{1/3}} \right\rfloor\right] \text{ from the west, (1)}
\]

and will compute whether these vectors are orthogonal, and update its ‘orthogonal pair found’ bit accordingly. It will also replicate the A vector from the south at the north output, and the B vector from the west at the east output. See Fig. 11 for an illustration. (Note that cell \((i,j)\) will start receiving vector pairs at cycle \( i+j \), and will finish receiving vector pairs at cycle \( i+j+n^{2/3} \).) In order to implement this schedule, the cell can include a cycle counter of \( O(\log n) \) bits which counts the current cycle number.

From Eq. (1) it is easy to verify that each of the \( n^2 \) vector pairs is checked by some cell at some cycle: the pair \((A[x], B[y])\) (0 \( \leq x, y < n \)) is checked by

\[
\text{cell } (i,j) = \left(\left\lfloor \frac{x}{n^{1/3}} \right\rfloor, \left\lfloor \frac{y}{n^{1/3}} \right\rfloor\right) \text{ at cycle } \left(y \mod n^{1/3}\right) \cdot n^{1/3} + \left(x \mod n^{1/3}\right) + i + j.
\]

Hence we can correctly solve OV by aggregating the checking results of all cells in the array.

After a cell has checked all the \( n^{2/3} \) vector pairs assigned to it, its ‘orthogonal pair found’ bit will correctly represent whether any of the pairs were orthogonal. These bits need to be ORed together to produce the final output of whether any orthogonal pair exists; this can be done by accumulating first along columns (each cell will take a combined ‘pair found’ bit from the north, OR it with its own, and send the result to the south), and then across columns (each cell in the southmost row will take a combined ‘pair found’ bit from the north and east, OR them together and with its own, and send the result to the west).

Now it remains to describe how to implement the schedule so that the cells receive the correct vector pair according to Eq. (1).

Since each cell replicates its \( A \) and \( B \) input vectors to the north and east respectively in the next cycle, same as the classic matrix multiplication array in Section 7, it is sufficient to implement the correct schedule.
of \( A \) vectors at the southernmost row and \( B \) vectors at the westernmost column, and the rest of the schedule will follow.

In order to implement this schedule, we will augment the array at the south and west sides: we will create a \( n^{2/3} \times n^{1/3} \) array of cells to the south which will store and provide \( A \) vectors to the main array, and a \( n^{1/3} \times n^{2/3} \) array to the west which will store and provide \( B \) vectors. Cell \((i,j)\) of the south array will store the entire vector \( A[i \cdot n^{1/3} + j] \), which it will take all at once as input at the start of the computation. Similarly cell \((i,j)\) of the west array will store the entire vector \( B[j \cdot n^{1/3} + i] \).

Each cell in the south (respectively, west) array will include an input from the south and an output to the north (respectively, west and east) in order to carry these vectors to the main array when they are needed, as well as a cycle counter and logic for when to output its own vector to the north (respectively, east) instead. Note that, since all vectors propagate in lockstep, one cell per cycle, we do not have to worry about collisions between vectors on these networks. No east-west (respectively, north-south) communication is necessary, because the assignment of vectors to cells ensures that vectors are at exactly the column (respectively, row) in the main array where they will be needed.

The south array needs to provide vector \( A[i \cdot n^{1/3} + j] \) to the southernmost row of the main array at every cycle \( i + k \) where \( k \in [n^{2/3}] \) and \( k \mod n^{1/3} = j \). This vector is stored at cell \((i,j)\) of the south array, which is \( n^{1/3} - j \) cells away from the main array. Thus, cell \((i,j)\) should output its vector to the north whenever it finds that \((c - i + n^{1/3} - j) \mod n^{1/3} = j \), where \( c \) is the value of the cycle counter; otherwise, it should replicate its south input to the north. This equation can be checked by the cell using a circuit of size \( O(\log \log n) \). The west array will behave similarly: cell \((i,j)\) in the west array should output its vector to the east whenever it finds that \((c - j + n^{1/3} - i) / n^{1/3} = i \). Note that, for convenience, we are dealing here with negative cycle counts down to \(-n^{1/3} + 1\). All cycle counters should start at this value instead of zero.

To see that this chip takes area \( \tilde{O}(n^{4/3}d^2) \) and delay \( \tilde{O}(n^{2/3}d) \), note that each cell in the main array contains a size-\( O(d) \) circuit to compute whether its two input vectors are orthogonal, a size-\( O(\log n) \) cycle counter circuit, and only a constant number of gates besides, for a single-cell circuit size of \( O(d + \log n) \). Similarly, each cell in the west and south arrays can be implemented by a circuit of size \( d + \log \log n \). The computation will finish in \( 5n^{2/3} + n^{1/3} \) cycles: \( n^{1/3} \) cycles for the first vectors to leave the west and south arrays, \( 2n^{2/3} \) cycles until the last cell starts receiving vector pairs, \( n^{2/3} \) cycles for the last cell to finish checking those vector pairs, and \( 2n^{2/3} \) cycles for the accumulation of ‘orthogonal pair found’ bits to
By Theorem 2.4, since we have an $O(n^{2/3} \times O(n^{2/3})$ array, this is $O(n^{4/3}d^2 \cdot \text{poly} \log n)$ area and $O(n^{2/3}d \cdot \text{poly} \log n)$ delay in total.

To complete our conditional lower bound argument, we need to show that our wire-delay VLSI model can be efficiently implemented in a typical serial random-access model of computation. The next theorem accomplishes this.

**Theorem 1.13.** Given a VLSI chip for a single-output function of $n$ inputs in $t$ delay, there is a (typical, serial) algorithm for that function running in time $O(t^3)$ and using $O(t^2 + n \log t)$ advice bits.

**Proof.** By a similar argument as in Theorem 3.1, the computation on the chip that can affect the single output bit within $t$ time steps must be confined in an area of at most $O(t) \times O(t)$, so we can assume that the VLSI chip has area $O(t^2)$.

Then, we can use a serial algorithm to simulate the computation of the chip, which has area-time volume $O(t^2) \times O(t)$ (it can be visualized as an $O(t) \times O(t) \times O(t)$ dimensional cube). We assume that the description of the chip is given to us in $O(t^2 + n \log t)$ advice bits: the area of the chip is $O(t^2)$ so it takes $O(t^2)$ to describe the chip layout (including the wires and gates) by specifying the behavior of each point $(i, j)$ in the grid (whether it is a gate or is a part of a wire, and the gate function or the direction of the wire) in $O(1)$ bits. Then, for each input bit $x_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$ (and each output bit) of the function, we need to use $O(\log t)$ bits to specify which time step it appears in the chip at which gate. Hence the total description length is $O(t^2 + n \log t)$ bits. Each time step of the chip computation can be simulated in $O(t^2)$ time and space by a serial algorithm with random access to the input. So the total serial time is $O(t^3)$.

The following conditional lower bound is immediate from Theorem 1.13:

**Theorem 1.14.** Assuming the Non-Uniform OV Conjecture, every wire-delay VLSI chip for Orthogonal Vectors with $n$ vectors in $\log^2 n$ dimensions requires at least $n^{2/3 - o(1)}$ time.

## 10 Open Problems

There are many new open problems to consider regarding our wire-delay VLSI model. Here are a few that we especially like.
• Given that OV can be solved with a cube-root speedup in our wire-delay VLSI model (Theorem 1.12), and given the reduction from CNF-SAT to OV [Wil05], is it possible that CNF-SAT on $n$ variables and $O(n)$ clauses can be solved in $2^{n/3} \cdot \text{poly}(n)$ time in our model? This is not immediate, because reductions in the serial world do not necessarily compose well on a VLSI chip. In particular, the reduction from SAT to OV introduces $\Theta(2^{n/2})$ binary vectors of length $O(n)$, the bits of which would need to be “transported” at various places in the chip in order to carry out our OV algorithm in the wire-delay model.

• We have shown (Theorem 1.8) that triangle detection on dense graphs (with $\Theta(n^2)$ edges) requires $\Omega(n)$ delay in our model, and it can be solved with $\tilde{O}(n)$ delay. What about sparse graphs? It is well-known [AYZ97] that triangle detection can be done in $O(m^{3/2})$ time on $m$-edge graphs on typical serial models of computation. Thus the natural conjecture would be that $O(\sqrt{m})$ delay is necessary and sufficient for triangle detection in our model. If this conjecture is true, it would nicely generalize our results for the dense case.

• What other conditional lower bounds can be found and matched in the wire-delay VLSI model? For instance, assuming the OV hypothesis, both Edit Distance and Longest Common Subsequence require $n^{2-o(1)}$ time [BI18, ABW15, BK15]. By the simulation from Theorem 1.13, this means these two problems do not have wire-delay VLSI chips in $O(n^{2/3-\epsilon})$ time under the non-uniform OV hypothesis. Are there wire-delay chips solving these problems in $\tilde{O}(n^{2/3})$ time? The well-known $O(n^2)$-time serial algorithm for these problems based on dynamic programming has large depth and does not seem to immediately imply an $\tilde{O}(n^{2/3})$ wire delay.

• Under realistic assumptions like those of wire-delay VLSI, which algorithms (parallel and serial) are more or less likely to be high-performance, compared to more common models? How should algorithm structure be studied to account for wire delay?

• Our $\Omega(n^{1/2})$ lower bounds for various problems rely on the assumption that the chips are semellective. Is there an $\Omega(n^{1/2})$ delay lower bound for a natural problem without this assumption, where each input bit may be read arbitrarily many times by the chip?

• In our wire-delay model, every nondegenerate function needs at least $\Omega(n^{1/3})$ delay. Moreover, we can simulate any time $t$ wire-delay chip on a serial model that uses time about $t^{3/4}$ (Theorem 1.13). Thus our model could “only” ever speed up a serial computation by a cube root. Is there a conceivable parallel model (consistent with known physics) in which the speed-up over serial computation could be asymptotically reduced even further, even less a cube root? Fisher [Fis88] shows that under natural physical assumptions, the fastest parallel simulation of a $t$-time algorithm that we could plausibly hope for in a two-dimensional model is $\Omega(t^{1/3})$. (In a three-dimensional computational device, $\Omega(t^{1/4})$ delay is required, under his assumptions.) But we are unconvinced that the final word has been written on this topic. For instance, we have not considered quantum computational phenomena at all in this work; nor did Fisher.
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### A Appendix: Further Details on the CM Model

Chazelle and Monier utilize the following simple lemma in their lower bounds:

**Lemma A.1 ([CM85]).** Let $P$ be an arbitrary convex polygon with perimeter $N$. Then the maximum distance between any vertex of $P$ and an arbitrary point in the plane is $\Omega(N)$.  
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An immediate consequence of their lemma is that it takes \( \Omega(N) \) time to “propagate a bit” from any point inside a convex region to \( N \) points on the boundary of that region. In their lower bounds, they argue that if \( p \) is the number of input ports used by the circuit to compute on some input, and the function being computed depends on all \( n \) of its inputs, then it must take at least \( \Omega(n/p + p) \) time to compute that function (the factor of \( \Omega(p) \) coming from Lemma A.1, the factor of \( \Omega(n/p) \) coming from the fact that all \( n \) bits need to eventually be put into the circuit). We end up requiring \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) time as the bound is minimized for \( p \approx \sqrt{n} \).

Chazelle and Monier also define a notion that we would nowadays call “sensitivity”, as follows.

**Definition A.2** ([CM85]). A function \( f : \{0, 1\}^n \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) is a fan-in of degree \( n \) if there’s an \( a \in \{0, 1\}^n \) such that for all \( i \), \( f(a) \neq f(a^{(i)}) \) (recall \( a^{(i)} \) is \( a \) with the \( i \)-th bit flipped). We say that such an \( a \) is a hard input for \( f \).

**Example:** AND on \( n \) bits is a fan-in of degree \( n \), with hard input \((1, \ldots, 1)\).

**Theorem A.3** ([CM85]). Every circuit in the CM model computing a fan-in of degree \( n \) requires time \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \).

**Corollary A.4.** Addition of two \( n \)-bit integers requires \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) time in the CM model.

**Proof.** Recall that we can reduce the AND function (which is a fan-in of degree \( n \)) to addition of two \( n \)-bit integers with essentially no overhead: the AND of \( x \) is determined by reading the high-order bit of \( x + 1 \). \( \square \)

Similarly, computing PARITY on \( n \) bits also requires \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) time in the CM model. One can also compute PARITY in \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) time in the CM model, by having a \( \sqrt{n} \times \sqrt{n} \) “grid” of XOR gates which has the output gate on one corner of the grid, the \( p = O(\sqrt{n}) \) gates on the perimeter taking in \( p \) bits at a time, and the grid computing the XOR of the perimeter and sending that to the corner. This takes \( O(n/p) \leq O(\sqrt{n}) \) iterations to cover all \( n \) bits.